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by Isaiah, and then you can believe that it was written by second Isaiah, by an

unknown man about 100 years, but I think the difference in understanding is

that only about think whether this was written, as I believe it was by
later

Isaiah, or it was written by an unknown man 190 years/that the teaching of it

relates to the same thing than you come to the same conclusi'-'n. So it's not

particularly 'important for this particular course. I believe the New Testament

refers to the hole book of Isaiah and therefore that we have evIdenced that

it was all by Isaiah, and I don't'think there is anything that proves the

contrary. But it'sJIckLt, the vital thing is what it teaches. Yes, Dr. Eppard.

/ I believe that it is very difficult. I believe thatxix, we 1e1Ieve that God

knows the ends from the beginning and God has ordain all things in accordance

with His own wise purposes. But we also believe that our freedom of choice

is a very teal thing, and we are judged according to what we do, and that we
aspects

* believe that ere are t which we can't fit together, we dnnlt

understand just how they fit, but we u± believe that kxxxm both ±x are true.
his

Who n/Mdammedans/drive car rapid1y around the because

if the lord has predestined to die now, he will die now, and there is nothing

he can about it. That is not arguing at all. We believe we are responsible
with s with

for what we do, and that we have to fiture/the second cause/and/our attitudes

< well., Ixe we didn't get so much by way o covering, but weUxx have dealt$ with

a very important matter which are touched tpon it. We didn't much ground as

I like as last time, but we have dealt with some tery important things

in the last pare of the hour, of great iiportane, but no so much importan% Ce
a little to

in relation to Isaiah, and so we must. move on apid1y now%/M make up for it,

having got a little bit behind. The uh,, I feel that we should finish chapter

3 by the end of next week, rather I hate to do it, but I think it is necessary
only

because after all we've/got this week and next week, and the next week/%he test

and then we have two meetings after vacaticri. So, that, that doesn't leave us
ZLzU q'ˆt

much time, and so that we have to get over through chapter 6, and then I like to
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